
Preis Bayerisches Zuchtrennen at

Munich in July 2010 under a great ride

from Greg Fairley. Incidentally, she was

a five-year-old at the time, too. There’s

that trademark patience again!

Ms Rausing has made a fantastic

contribution to the thoroughbred industry

across many years and has bred many

Group 1 winners at home and abroad. It’s

particularly satisfying to see her

rewarded with a win in this very special

race, and with a winner from a family

with whom she has been associated for

so long.

LL at Johnston Racing were

delighted to see last month’s

Arc de Triomphe won by

Alpinista, whose owner Ms Kirsten

Rausing has long been a loyal supporter

of the yard.

The Frankel mare coasted to victory in

the 101st renewal of arguably Europe’s

most prestigious race, held at the track

now called ParisLongchamp.

The five-year-old Alpinista, whose

win extended her run of consecutive

Group 1 victories to six, is owned and

was bred by Ms Rausing, of Lanwades

stud in Newmarket. 

In the immediate aftermath of the race,

much of the media attention was focused

on the mare’s veteran trainer, Sir Mark

Prescott, and on her jockey, Luke Morris,

but the success also represented a

fantastic achievement by her breeder, for

whom the mare was her first runner in

the Arc in her own white and green silks.

Talking to Rishi Persad on Luck On

Sunday the following weekend, Ms

Rausing was quick to heap praise on

others. 

‘There was a fantastic reception for

the mare herself and for Sir Mark

Prescott,’ she said. 

She also mentioned Luke Morris,

William Butler and the teams at Sir

Mark’s Heath House and at Lanwades

Stud, praising the contribution they had

all made. Ms Rausing also pointed out

that Alpinista’s family had been with her

for five generations, four of them home-

bred. 

While her interviewer suggested the

victory represented the virtues of

patience, loyalty and tradition, Ms

Rausing stressed that she would be

disappointed if that were, in any way, to

discourage new investment in and new

enthusiasts for the sport.

Ms Rausing enjoyed Group 1 success

with Johnston Racing when her  Lady

Jane Digby won the Grosser Dallmayr-
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